Thiopurine metabolite testing in inflammatory bowel disease.
Thiopurine use in inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) is limited by drug toxicity and lack of therapeutic efficacy. We assessed the utility of thiopurine metabolite testing and the relationship between disease activity, dose, and metabolite levels in a real world setting. Patients identified from pathology databases (2007-2012) at two tertiary IBD centers were included if they had thiopurines for at least four weeks. Demographics, dose, test indication, clinical status, action taken, and outcome were obtained by retrospective medical record review. A total of 169 patients were included. 6-Thioguanine (TGN) levels were sub-therapeutic in 52%, therapeutic in 34%, and supratherapeutic in 14%. Test indication was active disease (79%), adverse effect (11%), or adherence assessment (7%). TGN trended lower in the active disease group compared to those with adverse effects (273 (+/- 23.2) versus 447 (+/- 117.7) pmol/8 × 10(8) RBC, P = 0.05). Weight-based dosing did not improve rates of therapeutic TGN levels (under-dosed 31.5% vs standard dose 35.4%), but was significantly associated with shunting toward 6-MMP (23.1% vs 6.8%, P = 0.008, OR = 4.1). Testing resulted in a change in patient treatment in 86% of patients with active disease and subtherapeutic levels and in 68% of tested patients overall. Metabolite testing resulted in a change in management in most patients not responding to thiopurines or experiencing adverse events. Weight-based dosing did not increase rates of therapeutic levels but was associated with increased 6MMP shunting.